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Model of RecA-Mediated Homologous Recognition
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We consider theoretically the homology search between a long double-stranded DNA and a RecA-
single-stranded DNA nucleofilament, emphasizing the polymeric nature of the search and the ability of
double-stranded DNA to overcome the difference in pitch between itself and the nucleofilament by
thermally activated stretching from the canonical B state to the metastable, stretched S state. Our
analytical first-passage-time analysis agrees well with experimental data, predicts new dependencies on
the intracellular fluid viscosity and ionic strength, and strongly suggests that initial homologous
recognition involves a three base-pair seed.
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FIG. 1 (color online). In the global search, dsDNA comes into
contact with the RecA-ssDNA nucleofilament by Rouse diffu-
sion in the bacterium volume R3. In this figure, we show
NRecA � 5 nucleofilaments.
RecA protein is an important part of the homologous
recombination machinery in E. Coli bacteria. It promotes
strand exchange between homologous DNA molecules,
i.e., between molecules bearing identical or very similar
sequences, allowing the bacteria to repair damaged DNA
[1]. A key step in the overall process of homologous
recognition is the homology search, where a RecA-
single-stranded DNA nucleofilament (RecA-ssDNA) finds
its homologous double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) counter-
part and then aligns and pairs with it. Successful pairing
requires overcoming a structural incompatibility, since
native dsDNA has a rise of 3.4 Å/base pair (bp) and
RecA-ssDNA has a rise of 5.1 Å/bp [2]. Recognition is
achieved without adenosine triphosphate hydrolysis [3],
and it is therefore bound to happen by a mere combination
of diffusive processes and molecular recognition.

In this Letter, we examine the homology search using
the minimal model proposed by Dutreix et al. [4]. We
suggest that two simple concepts underlie the basic phys-
ics. First, dsDNA and RecA-ssDNA are polymers, which
strongly affects the diffusive process that brings them into
contact. Second, when in contact, the incompatibility in
pitch is overcome by the ability of dsDNA to exist in two
different states [5–7]: the B state, with the standard rise,
and the stretched S state, with a rise 1.7 times greater than
the B state. Our intent here is to determine the scaling that
results from these assumptions, compare it with experi-
mental data, and suggest other experiments that could test
our model.

Consider first what happens on the scale of the entire
bacterium (or test tube), the ‘‘global search’’ process de-
picted in Fig. 1. We begin with the classical problem of a
single dsDNA molecule diffusing in a volume R3. We
divide the dsDNA into Kuhn steps of length lk �
100 nm � 300 bp that move through the volume via
Rouse diffusion [8,9]. We model the diffusion by jumps
of the Kuhn steps on a lattice of cubes of volume l3k at the
rate of their self-diffusion time, � � 6��l3k=kBT, where
04=93(26)=268102(4)$22.50 26810
kBT is the Boltzmann factor and � is the viscosity of the
intracellular fluid. The diffusion of a Kuhn step is qualita-
tively different from the motion of a globular particle of the
same size, such as a protein or short oligonucleotide [10],
due to the motion of the other parts of the chain. The Kuhn
step moves subdiffusively with hx2i1=2 � t1=4, compared to
t1=2 for proteins. As a consequence, the motion is compact
[12]—the Kuhn step makes many visits to the same loca-
tion in the time required to diffuse through the bacterium’s
volume.

We now introduce NRecA RecA-ssDNA filaments into
the volume. We assume that the dsDNA sequence is ex-
actly homologous to some contiguous part of the ssDNA
sequence on each filament, so that there is only one pos-
sible alignment of the sequences that leads to homologous
recognition along the entire dsDNA strand. Since the per-
sistence length of dsDNA (50 nm) is much less than that of
2-1  2004 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 2 (color online). After the global search brings a Kuhn
step of dsDNA, shaded in the figure, in contact with its homolo-
gous counterpart on the RecA-ssDNA, a finer-scale local search
occurs. For the contact to result in homologous recognition, a
seed element (shown in the inset as 3 bp) of dsDNA must align
itself with the homologous ssDNA sequence and stretch from the
B state to the S state. The lengths l0, lk, and ls are defined in the
text.
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RecA-ssDNA (920 nm [7]), we can treat the latter as
essentially stationary on the time scale of interest.

We assume that there is a sequence-independent attrac-
tive energy between dsDNA and RecA-ssDNA that over-
comes the entropic penalty for locally aligning the strands,
permitting a finer-scale ‘‘local’’ search that we examine
shortly. However, experimental evidence [4,13–15] and
simulations [16] suggest that this energy also affects the
global chain diffusion. In particular, researchers [4,13,14]
have suggested that RecA nucleoprotein networks are an
intermediate stage in homologous recombination, and
there are at least two DNA binding sites on RecA [15],
which could allow for weak transient binding. We model
this enthalpic attraction by a small energy V that results in
rejected jumps when the Kuhn step tries to escape from a
RecA-occupied site [17]. We assume that V is at most kBT,
which produces macroscopic condensationlike behavior
[13,14] while preventing long-range sliding along the fila-
ment [18,19], in accord with experiments. In order to
accurately reflect the latter, we choose jumps to adjacent
lattice sites with equal probability.

We can now estimate the average time between the
contact of any Kuhn step and its homologous counterpart.
If the NRecA RecA-ssDNA filaments occupy a fraction � of
the total volume, then the time for one Kuhn step to visit all
of the sites in the volume is proportional to ���1� �	 

�eV=kBT���R=lk	

4, where the bracketed terms are the aver-
age jump times from non-RecA and RecA sites, respec-
tively. On average, each Kuhn step is in contact with each
of its homologous lattice sites �R=lk	eV=kBT times during
each pass through the volume. With NRecA homologous
lattice sites for each of the nk Kuhn steps, the average time
between homologous contacts for any Kuhn step is
��=nk	�1=NRecA	�R=lk	

3�e�V=kBT 
 ��1� e�V=kBT	�.
We now need to determine the probability that a given

homologous contact results in recognition. We thus con-
sider the local search depicted in Fig. 2, where we track a
representative ‘‘seed’’ of n base pairs. We assume, when
properly aligned and stretched, the seed stabilizes a three-
strand complex, halts the global chain motion, and results
in the rest of the strand being rapidly ‘‘zipped.’’ We assume
the B! S transition, rather than any steric hindrance, is
the rate limiting step. Stretching to the S state unwinds the
dsDNA [20] and binding of RecA to ssDNA exposes the
ssDNA base pairs [21]. Moreover, dynamics limit steric
hindrances. For the short sequences used in vitro, thermal
fluctuations allow rapid sampling of all conformations,
while the presence of topoisomerases in vivo allows the
DNA to overcome topological constraints. Local fluctua-
tions of RecA-ssDNA may further facilitate base pairing
[22].

Since we previously assumed that the attractive energy
aligns the strands, the seed moves via 1D diffusion (local
sliding). We use a diffusivity D0 � kBT=6��l0, where l0
is the size of the seed. This may somewhat overestimate the
26810
diffusivity of the seed, but for short times we can be certain
that the seed diffuses as least as fast as the Kuhn segment.
During this motion, the seed can convert between the
native (B) state and the stretched (S) state, with kB!S the
rate of stretching to the S state and kS!B the rate of
relaxation back to the B state. Because of the coupled
motion between different parts of the chain, it is unlikely
that the seed will be able to reach all points along the length
lk, so we consider it to be restricted to a search region ls <
lk centered around the homologous sequence. The numeri-
cal value of ls ultimately proves inconsequential at the
scaling level provided that ls=lk �O�1	.

In dimensionless form, scaling time with l2s=D0, length
with ls, and the probability densities with 1=ls, our two-
state reaction-diffusion system is described by
@tPB � @xxPB � k��PB � PS	;

@tPS � @xxPS 
 k��PB � PS	;
(1)
over the search interval x 2 ��ls=2; ls=2	. In the latter,
� � kB!S=kS!B � 1 is the B=S equilibrium constant and
k � kS!Bl2s=D0 is the Damköhler number for the relaxa-
tion process. We assume the initial position is unbiased and
the seed is initially in B=S equilibrium: PB�x; 0	 � 1=�1

�	, PS�x; 0	 � �=�1
 �	. Our previous restriction to a
search region of size ls requires that @Pi=@x � 0, i �
B; S at x � �ls=2. If the seed reaches the center of the
search region and is stretched, we assume that this corre-
sponds to a successful search. Consequently, PS�0; t	 � 0
and the probability of a successful search with an n-bp
seed, Sn, is computed by integrating the flux of stretched
DNA at the properly aligned position,
2-2
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Sn �
Z l3k=l0l

2
s

0

��
@PS
@x

�
x�0

�
dt; (2)

where l3k=l0l
2
s � 1 is the dimensionless contact time.

We obtain the leading order flux by substituting the
regular perturbation expansion Pi�x; t; �	 � P0

i �x; t	 

�P1

i �x; t	 
 . . . into Eq. (1) and solving at successive orders
with Laplace transforms, ultimately arriving at

�
@PS
@x

�
x�0

� 2��1
 k	
�
tanh�

������������
s
 k

p
=2	������������

s
 k
p

�

O��2	; (3)

where s is the Laplace variable. The flux decays rapidly for
dimensionless times greater than unity, indicating that the
primary contributions to the success rate are those searches
which are initially in the neighborhood of x � 0. Since
l3k=l0l

2
s � 1, we can move the upper bound of the integral

in Eq. (2) to infinity, whereupon Sn � 2�
���
k

p
, valid for

k� 1.
We can now estimate the average search time. With nk

Kuhn steps, each Kuhn step contains 1=nk of the nbp base
pairs in the entire sequence, with ��nbp=nk	 � n� possible
n-bp seeds. Since nbp=nk � 300 � n, the probability of
success, S, during the contact of a single Kuhn step is
� �nbp=nk	Sn [23]. A search can be successful only
once, so the Nth search has a success probability S�N	 �
S�1� S	N � S exp��SN	, and the mean number of con-
tacts required for a successful search is the first moment of
S�N	, namely nk=�2nbp�

���
k

p
	. Making use of the latter and

our result for the average time between contacts, and
further assuming that rejected jumps renew the local search
process, we arrive at the average search time

hti �
�
�

NRecA

��
R
lk

�
3
�
e�V=kBT 
 ��1� e�V=kBT	

2�nbp
���
k

p

�
: (4)

We first check that the search time predicted by Eq. (4)
agrees with observations if n � 3 bp, then rationalize the
seed size in the following paragraph. The typical linear
dimension of E. coli is R� 1 �m. The fluid viscosity is
approximately 10 times that of water at biological tem-
peratures, so �� 10�3 s [4]. A B! S conversion costs
3:75kBT=bp and forming a B=S interface costs
3:6kBT=interface [25], so the equilibrium constant for a
3 bp seed is � � 10�8. Although we have a reliable esti-
mate for �, no such data exist for the reaction between
states, so we make a simple approximation using Kramers’
escape from a potential well [26]. Assuming the inflection
of the well is O�1	, then kS!B � D0=l20, which furnishes
k � �ls=l0	2 � �lk=l0	2 � 104. With a RecA concentration
of 1–10 �M (�� 10�2) and a small V, the effect of
attraction is small. Using these values in (4), a 1 kbp (nbp �
1000) dsDNA strand recognizes one RecA-ssDNA
(NRecA � 1) in hti � 500 s, which is on the order of mag-
nitude of experimental data [4,27].
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To justify our use of a 3 bp seed, we adopt the rationale
Craig et al. [28] used to determine the critical number of
base pairs for helix formation. We already know that a 3 bp
seed with no attractive energy captures the experimentally
observed homologous recognition time scale. If the seed
size was 2 bp, then hti � 5 s. Conversely, if the seed size
was 4 bp, hti � 18:5 h. Thus, for small attraction energies,
only n � 3 bp gives biologically reasonable search times,
assuming that the model and the other parameters’ values
are valid. Our seed size strongly depends upon the B! S
energy barrier, so it is probably valid in vitro. It is possible
that the in vivo seed size may be larger due to force-acting
proteins or structural transitions in the RecA-ssDNA-
dsDNA triplex [22]. The role of the energy barrier, and
thus the dependence of hti on �, could be investigated
experimentally by using magnetic tweezers to control
both the extension and the torsion of the dsDNA.

We achieve excellent agreement with the experiments of
Julin et al. [29], who observed that the rate of recombina-
tion increases linearly with dsDNA sequence length and
RecA concentration, independent of the filament size (i.e.,
the ssDNA sequence length). Since the contribution of
attraction is typically small, we also recover an essentially
linear dependence on RecA concentration and negligible
dependence on the size of the nucleofilament.

The effect of diffusivity can be examined experimentally
by modifying the viscosity � of the fluid. Our rather
unusual and nontrivial scaling hti � �=

���
k

p
� �1=2 reflects

the opposing influences of diffusivity at the different
scales; a high diffusivity aids in quickly locating the ho-
mologous portion of the RecA filament in the global
search, whereas a low diffusivity allows the seed to stretch
while it is properly aligned in the local search. To the best
of our knowledge, there has been no systematic study of
homologous recombination kinetics as a function of the
solvent viscosity [30].

Our elementary treatment of attraction between dsDNA
and RecA-ssDNA shows that any attractive energy, how-
ever small, decreases hti. The time to diffuse through the
volume increases with V, but this is more than offset by the
increased amount of time a Kuhn step spends on its ho-
mologous lattice site. The dependence on V could be
verified experimentally, at least qualitatively, by adding
either polyvalent cations or anions [13].

We finish by considering the effect of the dsDNA rec-
ognizing other short homologous sequences on the RecA-
ssDNA and binding to them. We use n � 3, and set V � 0
for simplicity. On a random sequence of 300 bp, we would
expect 1 in 64 of the 3 bp stretches to have the same
sequence as our seed, so that the seed could make q � 5
different ‘‘wrong’’ matches during each contact. We as-
sume that recognizing the wrong sequence (i) terminates
the local search and (ii) forces the Kuhn step to unbind
from the wrong match before making the next jump on the
lattice. Condition (i) does not affect hti, since the proba-
2-3
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bility of recognizing two different 3-bp sequences during
the same local search is O��2	. The effect of condition (ii)
is more subtle. If we assume that each matched base gains
an energy  kBT, with  a numerical prefactor, then the
average jump time, h�i, on the lattice is

h�i
�

� �1� �	 
 ��1� qS	 
 �qS
X12
3

e n

4n
: (5)

The terms in the latter correspond to jumps from non-RecA
sites, jumps from RecA sites without any binding, and
jumps from RecA sites where the dsDNA was bound to
the wrong sequence. The upper bound on the sum accounts
for the fact that local searches of genomic DNA would not
typically result in long wrong matches. We chose the
numerical value based upon sequences used for hybridiza-
tion experiments with DNA chips, where it is generally
accepted that 12 bp stretches represent unique sequences
on the genome (in the absence of repeat sequences). Since
�qS� 10�6, we would need  > 2:5 to see an effect on
the global search. However, such a large value of  is
unlikely, since it would result in frequent trapping of the
chain due to single-bp matches that do not require a B! S
transition. Nevertheless, this discussion brings up many
interesting issues concerning sequence dependence, which
we are addressing by numerical simulations.
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